ENERGY EXACTIONS*
Jim Rossi† & Christopher Serkin††
This Article proposes a novel reform to land use and
energy law: “energy exactions”— local fees or timing limits
addressing the energy impacts of new development. Energy
exactions would force developers to internalize the costs of
growth on the energy grid, decentralize risk taking, and
induce greater energy conservation.
This Article defends the implementation of energy
exactions by local governments, and analyzes the potential
legal hurdles energy exactions face. Energy exactions
provide local governments a valuable tool to integrate
community values into energy grid planning, promote
demand reduction, and enable new investments in lowcarbon energy infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION
New residential and commercial developments often create
costs in the form of congestion and burdens on municipal
infrastructure.
Citizens typically pay for infrastructure
expansion associated with growth through their property
taxes, but local governments sometimes use cost-shifting tools
to force developers to pay for—or provide—new infrastructure
themselves.1 These tools are forms of “exactions”—demands
levied on developers to force them to pay for the burdens new
projects impose.2
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But local governments often ignore an additional cost: the
burdens growth present for energy infrastructure. Energy
demand growth requires new supply but expanding power
generation is costly. It requires land, access to transmission
lines, and presents a range of potential environmental harms.
Forcing developers to internalize costs they impose on energy
infrastructure would encourage them to incorporate greater
consideration of the impacts of energy supply and energy
efficiency ex ante.
This Article argues that energy exactions are normatively
desirable, evaluates how they can help improve land use and
energy regulation, and assesses the legal implications and
limits of their use. We detail two different forms of energy
exactions: one that imposes pre-set prices on anticipated
kilowatt energy demand and one that is focused on how the
timing of a development affects energy infrastructure
development (often called “concurrency”).3
I
THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE
A. Land Use Exactions
Zoning and land use controls have become important tools
for financing municipal infrastructure.4 Sophisticated
municipalities treat zoning regulations as opportunities to
compel developers to bear some of the public costs of
development through exactions.5
Exactions include fees in lieu of dedications of land as well
as impact fees to upgrade transportation infrastructure, fund
public school expansions, build or finance an expansion of
emergency services, and even pay for beautification.
Sometimes they are imposed through ad hoc dealmaking;
other times they are established through municipal legislation
as pre-set “prices” for obtaining permission to build.
Exactions raise complex policy issues because they shift
the costs of infrastructure improvements from the
jurisdiction’s tax base as a whole to developers who, in turn,

3 See, e.g., Timothy S. Chapin, Local Governments as Policy Entrepreneurs:
Evaluating Florida’s “Concurrency Experiment,” 42 URB. AFF. REV. 505, 507, 519–
27 (2007); Robert M. Rhodes, Florida Growth Management: Past, Present, Future,
9 FLA. COASTAL L. REV. 107, 119 (2007).
4 See, e.g., ROBERT C. ELLICKSON ET AL., LAND USE CONTROLS 670 (4th ed.
2013).
5 See, e.g., Mark Fenster, Regulating Land Use in a Constitutional Shadow:
The Institutional Contexts of Exactions, 58 HASTINGS L.J. 729, 730 n.7 (2007).
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often pass those costs on to consumers of new housing or new
commercial space.6 Nevertheless, exactions are in important
part of the municipal finance landscape. By and large,
however, municipalities have not used them to shift the costs
of developing energy infrastructure to meet the demands of
new development. This is a missed opportunity.
B. Traditional Energy Planning
Traditional energy planning spreads the costs of growth
broadly among all of utility’s retail customers.7
The
conventional energy planning process relies on a private utility
presenting demand forecasts to regulators. Utility regulators
then then evaluate options for expanding supply infrastructure
to meet the utility’s forecasted customer load.8
1. Top-Down Energy Resource Capacity Planning
The traditional approach has proved ineffective, especially
in addressing the broad range of concerns that expanding
energy use present for climate change.
Cost-of-service
regulation incentivizes utilities to overstate their need for
centralized, capital-intensive power generation assets9 and
rarely penalizes errors in forecasting of demand growth.10 This
approach forces a utility’s investors and its customers—-not
necessarily the local community that benefits from growth—to
bear the burden of any change in power supply resources.
2. Customer Savings as an Energy Resource
The failure to recognize the potential of customers as
energy resources is a major omission in traditional utility-scale
energy planning. Particularly with new technologies that allow
6
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better informed consumer decisions, customer behaviors can
considerably impact the need for new energy supply.11
In recent years, both energy markets and regulators are
increasingly recognizing customers as forms of energy
resources. FERC has adopted pricing for demand response in
organized wholesale power markets.12 Some states, including
California and Oregon, have made efforts to integrate local land
use planning into state-level energy planning with an emphasis
on customer energy savings and new power supply options.13
Several states have also begun to experiment with “community
choice aggregation”—a new kind of retail electricity provider
enabling customers in certain communities to choose different
(sometimes low carbon) energy supply options than a utility’s
default.14
Energy exactions would complement these recent market
and regulatory approaches. Local regulators are particularly
well-positioned to adopt these requirements especially where
state regulators have failed to anticipate the state’s future
energy needs in the utility planning process or fall short of
evaluating energy needs based on a full social cost approach.15
11 See Michael P. Vandenbergh & Jim Rossi, Good for You, Bad for Us: The
Financial Disincentive for Net Demand Reduction, 65 VAND. L. REV. 1527, 1538-44
(2012).
12 See Demand Response Competition in Organized Wholesale Energy
Markets, 76 Fed. Reg. 16,658 (FERC Mar. 24, 2011) (codified at 18 C.F.R. pt. 35).
As the Supreme Court noted in upholding FERC’s regulations, demand response
is “a market-generated innovation for more optimally balancing” the supply and
demand of energy. FERC v. Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, 136 S.Ct. 760, 779 (2016).
13 See, e.g., CAL. ENERGY COMM’N, THE ROLE OF LAND USE IN MEETING
CALIFORNIA’S ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE GOALS 27 (Aug. 2007),
http://www.energy.ca.gov/2007publications/CEC-600-2007-008/CEC-6002007-008-SF.PDF [https://perma.cc/H92Q-FV8B]; Or. Dep’t of Land
Conservation and Dev., Oregon Statewide Planning Goals (Mar. 2, 2010),
https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/docs/goals/compilation_of_statewide_planning_g
oals.pdf [https://perma.cc/TA2S-24QL].
14 See, e.g., KELLY TRUMBULL ET AL., UCLA LUSKIN CTR. FOR INNOVATION,
EVALUATING COMMUNITY CHOICE AGGREGATION ALTERNATIVES FOR THE CITY OF SANTA
MONICA
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(Dec.
2017),
http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/Evaluating%20CCA%20al
ternatives%20for%20the%20City%20of%20Santa%20Monica%201214171408.p
df [https://perma.cc/7GBD-D94P]. Seven states currently allow forms of
community choice aggregation. See http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/
[https://perma.cc/RY72-BBUN]. While expanding in popularity over the past
several years, this approach also has not been without controversy. See Ivan
Penn, Some of California’s Major Utilities are Trying to Block the Growth of
Government-Owned Electricity Programs, L.A. TIMES (Sept. 8, 2017, 5:00 AM),
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-community-choice-utilities-20170908story.html [https://perma.cc/7TU2-CWC7].
15 See Scott F. Bertschi, Comment, Integrated Resource Planning and
Demand-Side Management in Electric Utility Regulation: Public Utility Panacea or
a Waste of Energy?, 43 EMORY L.J. 815, 823–29 (1994).
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II
EXACTIONS AS A NEW POINT OF ENTRY FOR ENERGY PLANNING
A. The Mechanics of Energy Exactions
We envision a set price per kWh of anticipated annual
energy usage as a one-time exaction charged to the developer
as a condition on development.16 A developer could reduce that
impact fee by shrinking house sizes or by deploying building
techniques and technologies that would reduce the anticipated
annual energy demand of new buildings.The local government
can use money collected from exactions to minimize energy
impacts in other places within the municipality. Properly
priced, new development will ultimately not increase energy
demand for the municipality.
But the primary objective is not to collect additional
money. Instead, by pricing the marginal increase in energy
demand, developers will have an incentive to reduce energy
consumption to the extent that it is cost-effective. New
business and commercial activities would not be allowed to
“externalize” energy resource costs to the larger footprint of a
utility’s full customer resource base.
An alternative form of exaction can be implemented
through a “concurrency” regime, which seeks to align the
timing of development and infrastructure expansion.17
Concurrency applied to energy would see a municipality first
plan for some increase in energy demand, and then limit new
development to ensure that net demand does not exceed this
capacity. A developer wanting to accelerate a project could pay
to accelerate the expansion of energy capacity, or could reduce
the energy demand associated with the project.
Concurrency adds flexibility by anticipating increases in
energy demand not subject to exactions. It only requires fees
for growth beyond the pre-specified limits. A municipality can
decide what is a reasonable expansion of energy demand
instead of treating demand as entirely exogenous.
One advantage of such an approach would be to place a
burden on developers of following through on energy savings

16 That number, comes from the combined cost of supplying new energy in
the relevant local market and the anticipated energy impact of the new
construction.
17 “Concurrency” refers to the notion that several simultaneous
computations can have interactive costs and benefits for an information
processing system. See Xuan Shi & Miaoqing Huang, Cyberinfrastructure and
High Performance Computing, in COMPREHENSIVE GEOGRAPHIC INFO. SYS. 341, 349
(Bo Huang, ed. 2017).
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commitments related to growth. For example, if a developer
proposes to adopt energy savings technologies, it should be
required to demonstrate the expected energy savings with
some evidence-based justifications for these expected
reductions in energy usage.18 And if some of the approaches
to energy savings included in its new projects have a lifespan—
like the use of energy-efficient appliances that will ultimately
be replaced—developers might be required to place restrictive
declarations on the deeds requiring that replacements meet
certain energy benchmarks.19
One of the most important benefits of our proposal may be
the least obvious. One way of thinking of energy savings is as
a “negawatt”—a unit of energy that no longer needs to be
produced due to a reduction in demand represented by
conservation.20 Energy exactions can create new forms of
economic value surrounding energy conservation. In many
areas of the country, energy intermediaries already bundle and
sell into interstate energy markets the energy savings produced
by pools of customers.21 Developers or municipalities could
operate in precisely the same way, potentially selling the
energy resources resulting from increased conservation to
utilities. Alternatively, municipal regulators or city
governments may be positioned to aggregate individual
customer savings and sell these resources to others.
Municipal ownership of a utility is a decision by a
community to avoid “contracting out” decisions about energy
supply.22 This kind of utility municipalization has many
benefits, but is costly and often faces political obstacles:
Energy exactions would enable developers, neighborhood
18 One notable aspect of this proposal is how it shifts the traditional burden
of establishing the pricing for exactions. John D. Echeverria, Koontz: The Very
Worst Takings Decision Ever?, 22 N.Y.U. ENVTL. L.J. 1, 53 (2014).
19 See N.Y.C. BLDGS. DEP’T, BUILDINGS BULLETIN 2015-008, (Apr. 3, 2015),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/bldgs_bulletins/bb_2015-008.pdf
[https://perma.cc/8WHT-25WM]. Enforcement of such restrictive declarations
can be complicated, so the imposition of such declarations may not be worth the
candle. Regardless, the anticipated energy savings over the course of the average
appliance’s lifespan will likely be significant enough to justify including in the
calculation of annual energy savings.
20 See Amory B. Lovins, The Negawatt Revolution, 27 ACROSS THE BOARD,
Sept.
1990,
at
18,
22
(1990),
https://www.rmi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/RMI_Negawatt_Revolution_1990.pdf
[https://perma.cc/69SG-UZRX].
21 See FED. ENERGY REGULATORY COMM’N, STAFF REPORT, ASSESSMENT OF
DEMAND
RESPONSE
AND
ADVANCED
METERING
(2016),
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/DR-AM-Report2016.pdf
[https://perma.cc/GC9V-FYAS].
22

See Shelley Welton, Public Energy, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 267 (2017).
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alliances, and localities to become players in energy supply
markets, without requiring ownership of a large-scale energy
supply system or the burdensome cost a locality needs to incur
to become a municipal utility.23
B. Informational Benefits for Regulators and Markets
Energy exactions can also produce valuable new
information to improve existing approaches to energy planning
and pricing. The full social costs associated with energy are
absent from most competitive energy prices.24 If genuinely
competitive, interstate markets should price energy at its
marginal cost of production and investment in energy
infrastructure should reflect this pricing criterion.
In rate-setting, regulators often fail to set prices that
produce the information necessary for efficient energy
consumption. Regulators typically calculate market rates
based on full operational costs, averaged across all customers.
This means that utility rates are more likely to reflect a utility’s
average cost of production, rather than the marginal costs
associated with each new customer.
Utilities have also done a poor job of making investments
that address the negative environmental attributes of various
energy sources associated with climate change.25 To the extent
the utility planning and ratemaking process does not require
utilities to quantify the social cost impacts of customer
activities that require energy, it will tend systematically to favor
the investment that increases a utility’s sales—not the
investment that produces more diffuse benefits for society.26
Municipal exactions aim directly at the marginal energy
impacts of each new land use, so they can produce valuable
information about the various options new customers face,
including how much energy they will consume, when they will
need it, and whether they can commit to reducing demand for

23 See See AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N, U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY STATISTICS
50
(2014),
http://appanet.files.cms-plus.com/PDFs/Directory%20%20Statistical%20Report.pdf [https://perma.cc/7D78-9U5D] (describing public
utility landscape).
24 For discussion of the general issue, see Emily Hammond & David B.
Spence, The Regulatory Contract in the Marketplace, 69 VAND. L. REV. 141, 192–
214 (2016).
25 Remedying this problem is one of the motivating intuitions behind Byrne
& Zyla’s work. See J. Peter Byrne & Kathryn A. Zyla, Climate Exactions, 75 MD.
L. REV. 758 (2016).
26 Many states authorize utilities to allocate the costs of expanding
distribution lines to new customers; such charges, however, typically do not
allocate the energy supply costs associated with new customers to them.
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it or investing in distributed energy resources. They will thus
help to induce more efficient energy investment decisions than
relying entirely on inaccurate investment signals produced by
cost-of-service regulation.
C. Risk Diversification and Regulatory Competition
Energy exactions will favor decentralized cost allocation by
forcing energy customers to bear costs of new energy supply
resources. Distributing the risks of new investments can help
break through some of the asset lock-in related to centrally
planned utility energy supply. Diversifying the financial risks
of energy infrastructure investment is also likely to improve the
energy resource balance in the power supply portfolio and
improve reliability through greater grid resiliency.
Local governments adopting energy exactions would spark
greater horizontal competition between local communities too.
Our approach should see energy prices for incumbent users
decline as system-wide improvements will be borne more by
newcomers. If those costs take the form of “nega-watts” then
everyone in the municipality or service area should benefit,
providing a competitive advantage.
Finally, local energy exactions should increase vertical
intergovernmental
competition
between
municipal
governments and state utility regulators.
Any fees a
municipality collects can be used to produce energy savings
elsewhere in the municipality. If a utility wishes to keep these
rents, it will lobby regulators to adopt exactions in utility rates
or in statewide requirements. To the extent that state
regulators receive new information, this can improve the
quality of centralized planning and make it less likely that
regulators will adhere to ratemaking approaches that fail to
recognize the benefits of customer energy resources.
D. The Local Case for Energy Exactions
An exaction is the functional equivalent of a tax on
development,27 raising the costs of construction in a
municipality that adopts energy exactions vis-à-vis a

27 Compare, e.g., Home Builders Ass’n of Lincoln v. City of Lincoln, 711
N.W.2d 871, 876–79 (Neb. 2006) (holding that impact fees are not taxes requiring
state approval), with Mayor & Bd. of Aldermen of Ocean Springs v. Homebuilders
Ass’n of Miss., 932 So.2d 44, 53 (Miss. 2006) (rejecting power of local government
to impose impact fees without express authorization). For a helpful overview of
the issue, see W. Andrew Gowder, Jr. & Bryan W. Wenter, Exactions and Impact
Fees 2007: The Limits of Local Authority, 39 URB. LAW. 645, 646–53 (2007).
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neighboring municipality that does not.28 Nevertheless,
exactions remain a common part of the development
landscape, and local governments use them despite (or
sometimes because of)29 the fact that they increase costs of
development. Some number of local governments are likely to
find our proposal appealing. Many local governments today
are keenly interested in promoting an environmental identity.30
Exactions could prove especially attractive to local
governments seeking to promote clean energy, spur local
economic growth in clean energy, and attract new industries.31
There is admittedly some tension between our proposal
and issues of exclusion and affordability. Exactions have the
potential to effect exclusionary policies because they can shift
costs to newcomers.32 This makes them troubling to affordable
housing advocates and prospective residents.33 Nevertheless,
we think the benefits of forcing developers to internalize
burdens of new development on energy infrastructure are
worth the costs.
Exactions’ appeal will depend in large part on who actually
bears their ultimate cost. Local economic conditions and the

28 This is a substantial political constraint on local governments imposing
exactions. For a detailed account, see Vicki Been, “Exit” as a Constraint on Land
Use Exactions: Rethinking the Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine, 91 COLUM. L.
REV. 473, 506–28 (1991).
29 Driving up the cost of development can be appealing to local governments
seeking to restrict growth and limit the supply of new housing, often in the service
of Not-in-My-Backyard (“NIMBY”) pressures towards exclusionary zoning. See,
e.g., Christopher Serkin & Leslie Wellington, Putting Exclusionary Zoning in its
Place: Affordable Housing and Geographical Scale, 40 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1667,
1669–73 (2013).
30 See Michael Burger, “It’s Not Easy Being Green”: Local Initiatives,
Preemption Problems, and the Market Participant Exception, 78 U. CIN. L. REV. 835,
865–67 (2010); Hari M. Osofsky & Janet Koven Levit, The Scale of Networks?:
Local Climate Change Coalitions, 8 CHI. J. INT'L L. 409, 414–27 (2008); U.S.
CONFERENCE
OF
MAYORS,
Mayors
Climate
Protection
Center,
https://www.usmayors.org/mayors-climate-protection-center/
[https://perma.cc/T3JX-7Y32]; U.S. GREEN BLDG. COUNCIL, LEED Public Policies
(May
2010),
http://www.usgbc.org/Docs/Archive/General/Docs691.pdf
[https://perma.cc/4965-LXDQ].
31 See WORLD WILDLIFE FEDERATION ET AL., POWER FORWARD 3.0: HOW THE
LARGEST U.S. COMPANIES ARE CAPTURING BUSINESS VALUE WHILE ADDRESSING
CLIMATE
CHANGE
(2017),
https://c402277.ssl.cf1.rackcdn.com/publications/1049/files/original/Power_
Forward_3.0_-_April_2017_-_Digital_Second_Final.pdf?1493325339
[https://perma.cc/RC57-3AFD].
32 See, e.g., Steven J. Eagle, Koontz in the Mansion and the Gatehouse, 46
URB. LAW. 1, 11 (2014); see also Robert C. Ellickson, Suburban Growth Controls:
An Economic and Legal Analysis, 86 YALE L.J. 385, 392–402 (1977).
33 See id.; see also Vicki Been, Impact Fees and Housing Affordability, 8
CITYSCAPE 139, 148–49 (2005).
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availability of substitute municipalities with different pricing
will determine where the costs of energy exactions ultimately
fall.34
III
LEGAL OBSTACLES TO ENERGY EXACTIONS
We see three potential legal obstacles to energy exactions,
though none present a serious threat to their adoption by local
governments.
A. State Authorization
Twenty-one states have no express enabling legislation
allowing development fees, nor any prohibitions on such fees.
In home-rule jurisdictions in these states, there would be no
statutory constraint on the use of energy exactions, and
municipalities would have the authority to implement our
proposal today.35
As of 2015, twenty-nine states had adopted enabling acts
for local development fees.36 Of these, both California and Utah
explicitly allow the use of exactions for the impact on power
generation and distribution.37 In the remaining states with
enabling legislation, most provide that exactions can only be
used to address pre-specified public service needs, facilities, or
capital improvements related to development. This would
probably exclude energy exactions. In other states, enabling
statutes place restrictions on the use of the exactions and not
on the nature of the burdens themselves, but the effect is the
same.
Thus, municipalities relying on these statutes to authorize
local impact fees may require clarifying legislation that extends
exactions to energy related activities.

34

See id., at 149.
See generally David J. Barron, Reclaiming Home Rule, 116 HARV. L. REV.
2255, 2261–383 (2003).
36 Clancy Mullen, State Impact Fee Enabling Acts 1 (Duncan Associates,
2015),
http://www.impactfees.com/publications%20pdf/state_enabling_acts.pdf
[https://perma.cc/RJF3-ELWG]. For an older, but more scholarly, treatment,
see Martin L. Leitner & Susan P. Schoettle, A Survey of State Impact Fee Enabling
Legislation, 25 URB. LAW. 491, 497–503 (1993).
37 CAL. GOV’T CODE § 66002 (West 2007) (defining “facility” or “improvement”
to include “[f]acilities for the generation of electricity and the distribution of gas
and electricity”); UTAH CODE ANN. § 11-36a-102 (West 2014) (defining “public
facilities” for which exactions are permissible to include “municipal power
facilities”).
35
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B. Intrastate Preemption
State public utility commissions might present potential
“intrastate” preemption challenges to local governmentimposed energy exactions, but these too do not present a
barrier to their adoption.38
To begin, some state laws expressly preempt local
governments from making some energy supply decisions. For
example, to the extent that an energy siting statute contains
an “express” preemption clause, a local government’s refusal
to issue land use approvals would be preempted. However,
nothing in such statutes would prohibit a local government
from limiting customer demand growth, collecting new forms
of revenue from customers, or using this revenue to promote
investments in distributed energy supply or services.39
The implied dimension of intrastate preemption includes
field, obstacle, and conflict preemption. However the field is
defined, the mere existence of state utility regulation—
including rate regulation--does not categorically prohibit
municipal governments from using taxes, fees or regulation to
address energy incentives related to energy consumption and
supply. Energy exactions merely regulate development to
minimize new energy demand.
If state rate regulation were construed as field preemption
of energy exactions, it would also threaten existing local
government renewable power goals, energy efficiency
standards, and economic development programs. Yet no one
suggests that these initiatives are preempted by state law.
Local energy exactions initiatives thus need to be
evaluated under the more nuanced analysis of obstacle and
conflict preemption.
Consider “obstacle” preemption. Assessing whether state
38 See Paul Diller, Intrastate Preemption, 87 B.U. L. REV. 1113, 1113–17
(2007).
39 Some state siting statutes are expansive in scope, limiting who can
produce energy regardless of size and sometimes prohibiting third-parties from
developing new projects that produce and sell energy, so it is certainly
conceivable that some customers or local governments would need to seek state
approval for certain power generation activities. For a particularly troubling
recent case applying a state utility law to keep a church from placing solar panels
on its roof, see State ex rel. Utilities Commission v. North Carolina Waste
Awareness & Reduction Network, 805 S.E.2d 712, 714 (N.C. Ct. App. 2017)
(finding third-party solar provider was illegally acting as a “public utility” by
agreeing to provide and maintain solar panels to a church), aff'd, 812 S.E.2d 804
(N.C. 2018). These state law barriers to new entrants can be a significant drag
on renewable power development but promoting more small-scale, decentralized
solar deployment is one way to overcome some of these legal barriers to renewable
power.
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utility regulation presents an obstacle to energy exactions
requires articulating the regulatory objectives behind state
franchise regulation and retail rate-setting laws. Utility
franchise regulation protects customers against distribution
franchise battles that produce unnecessary investments.
Energy exactions offer local governments a more modest
option.
Rate regulation could also potentially be invoked to
challenge exaction fees. By imposing an exaction on a subset
of customers, some might object that local land-use regulators
supplementing rates with a fee that applies only to newcomers
could interfere with uniform utility rates. Energy exactions
supplement rate regulation, however, and hence do not
present an obstacle to a utility recovering reasonable costs
from customers. That one customer incurs greater ultimate
costs than others should not, in itself, be determinative of the
kind of rate discrimination that requires local government
preemption.40
In terms of conflict preemption, rate regulation could
present a clear conflict if a local government capped
state-approved rates for the sale of energy or prohibited a
private utility from recovering costs. But energy exactions do
neither of these things: Since they do not impose any
additional financial cost on the utility or other customers,
energy exactions simply do not conflict with state regulation of
utility rates.
In another framing, intrastate preemption, at most, would
constitute conflict preemption where state law creates a floor
for setting energy rates but does not impose a ceiling that
would prohibit the use of energy exactions to encourage new
forms of energy efficiency or decentralized power supply.41
Treating state utility law as a regulatory floor encourages local
governments to partner with state regulators to promote
energy conservation and clean energy supply.
C. Takings and Unconstitutional Conditions
For state utility regulators setting customer rates, the U.S.
Constitution’s Takings Clause provides few constraints. Courts
have consistently subjected utility rate-setting decisions to a

40 See Jim Rossi, Lowering the Filed Tariff Shield: Judicial Enforcement for a
Deregulatory Era, 56 VAND. L. REV. 1591, 1598–1601 (2003).
41 Cf. Jim Rossi, The Brave New Path of Energy Federalism, 95 TEX. L. REV.
399, 451–54 (2016); Jim Rossi & Thomas Hutton, Federal Preemption and Clean
Energy Floors, 91 N.C. L. REV. 1283, 1287 (2013).
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fairly deferential standard of review.42
By contrast, energy exactions implicate a distinct doctrinal
line of case law involving the unconstitutional conditions
doctrine. The application of this doctrine to exactions is
governed by a trio of cases: Nollan v. California Coastal
Commission,43 Dolan v. City of Tigard,44 and Koontz v. St. Johns
River Water Management District. 45 Together, these cases
establish that any development exactions must be sufficiently
related to, and proportional to, the underlying justification for
the exaction.
It is an open question whether the Nollan/Dolan/Koontz
trio even applies to legislated exactions.46 Several courts have
held that the Nollan/Dolan framework does not apply to
legislative exactions at all.47
If they do apply to legislated exactions, the requirements
of Nollan, Dolan, and Koontz are relatively rigorous.48
Analogous state laws sometimes make them even more so.49
Still, these doctrines leave plenty of room for the traditional
use of exactions.
Exactions that require developers to
compensate for marginal effects of their development on
municipal infrastructure will withstand constitutional scrutiny
so long as the government can make an adequate showing of
proportionality.50
42 In a landmark 1944 decision, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted a
deferential approach to reviewing utility rates under the U.S. Constitution. See
Fed. Power Comm’n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 602–03, 615–19
(1944). The Supreme Court’s most recent decision on this issue continued with
a deferential approach to reviewing a takings challenge to rates, upholding a
regulator’s utility rate determinations so long as the end result is just and
reasonable and the firm remains viable for future investors. See Duquesne Light
Co. v. Barasch, 488 U.S. 299, 315–16 (1989).
43 483 U.S. 825 (1987).
44 512 U.S. 374 (1994).
45 570 U.S. 595 (2013).
46 David L. Callies, Through a Glass Clearly: Predicting the Future in Land Use
Takings Law, 54 WASHBURN L.J. 43, 48 (2014).
47 See, e.g., St. Clair Cty. Home Builders Ass’n v. City of Pell City, 61 So. 3d
992, 1007 (Ala. 2010) (finding that Dolan is not applicable to legislative
enactments); Home Builders Ass’n of Cent. Ariz. v. City of Scottsdale, 930 P.2d
993, 1000 (Ariz. 1997) (distinguishing Nollan/Dolan); Greater Atlanta
Homebuilders Ass'n v. DeKalb Cty., 588 S.E.2d 694, 697 (Ga. 2003) (finding the
appellants’ use of Dolan unpersuasive).
48 For discussion of the contrast between judicial approaches to
constitutional review of utility ratemaking versus local land use regulation, see
Susan Rose-Ackerman & Jim Rossi, Disentangling Deregulatory Takings, 86 VA.
L. REV. 1435, 1441–57 (2000).
49 See, e.g., Fenster, supra note 5, at 736.
50 See, e.g., Herron v. Mayor & City Council of Annapolis, 388 F. Supp. 2d

ENERGY EXACTIONS
CONCLUSION
At bottom, energy exactions present land use regulators
with an important opportunity to capture a portion of the rents
that traditional state utility regulation bestows upon a private
investor-owned utility. Local energy exactions can produce
valuable information about customer energy demand and its
alternatives, diversify risks in energy infrastructure
investment, and promote intergovernmental competition for
the provision of underfunded public goods related to a
community’s energy future.
The conventional state utility-planning and rate-setting
process is often said to produce concentrated benefits for the
few at the expense of the many. It has done a poor job of
encouraging demand reduction, distributed energy supply,
and a resilient energy grid. Energy law should encourage every
locality to focus on how its own management and uses of land
impact the energy system, not leave municipal governments as
bystanders in policy decisions related to energy infrastructure.
Energy exactions provide a unique, pragmatic and valuable
opportunity to integrate local community values into planning
discussions concerning the energy grid, promoting demand
reduction and inviting new investments in low-carbon energy
infrastructure.

565, 570–71 (D. Md. 2005), aff’d sub nom. Herron v. Mayor & City Council, 198
F. App’x 301 (4th Cir. 2006) (upholding as proportional an impact fee ordinance
that collected and distributed funds on a district-wide basis).

